
INTRODUCING THE CAP PRO

The CAP PRO features advanced technology and higher overall performance.
The exterior of the CAP PRO is made from a POK and aluminum material which makes the device both 
durable and lightweight. It stands at only 4.5inches (105mm) tall making it the perfect dimension to fit 
in the palm of your hands. With its powerful 2000mAh battery, the palm-friendly CAP PRO is able to 
reach your chosen temperature from 148℃-230℃in a rapid 30 seconds, perfect for quick, consistent, 
and discreet draws throughout the day where ever go.



OLED SCREEN

Unlike CAP, this device allows you to activate the 
compounds in herbs and customize your flavor by 
controlling the temperature range 148℃ to 230℃. The 
haptic feedback will let you know when the unit is reached 
the temperature.

MAGNETIC MOUTHPIECE CAP

The no-stress magnetically detachable mouthpiece can be 
easily to be taken off for loading herbs and cleaning. The 
mouthpiece can also be disassembled for a more deep cleaning.
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ZIRCONIA MOUTHPIECE PATH

Our specialized zirconia isolated air-path is designed to cool 
down vapor before it's inhaled. The isolated air-path ensures 
the cleanest flavor from your herbs.
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Perform a quick burnoff of the Flowermate Cap PRO's oven
Once the battery is fully charged, it is worth performing a ‘burn-off’ of the Cap PRO oven. This will 
clean the oven of any leftover residue from the manufacturing process.

To carry this out, activate the Cap pro by pressing the ‘up’ button 5 times in quick succession. Set it to 
it's highest temperature (230C). Heating will begin instantly, it will take around 20 seconds to fully 
heat.

Once the temperature has been reached, leave the device idle for 5 minutes and it should 
automatically switch off. Repeat once or twice as necessary.

Now the burn off is complete, the fun can start!

Packing your Flowermate Cap PRO
Ensure your herbs are finely ground (using a high quality grinder) before placing into the oven. Only 
fill your Cap PRO oven with herbs when it is switched off and cooled down.

Remove the magnetic mouthpiece to expose the oven, and fill it until it's at least ¾ full.. Carefully 
remove any excess plant material near the filling chamber so that the mouthpiece can be re-fitted 
tightly.

Setting the temperature
When the Cap PRO is switched on, you change the temperature in 1°C increments by pressing the 
‘up’ or ‘down’ button on the side of the device once.

The temperature range is from 148°C - 230°C. Once you've set the temperature, the device will take 
20 seconds to heat up before it's ready to use. 

To change the device from Fahrenheit to Celsius press the ‘up’ and ‘down’
button at the same time.
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Cleaning your Flowermate Cap PRO
Clean your Cap PRO when it has cooled down completely. We recommended cleaning it after every 3-5 
sessions to keep it in tip top condition.
To clean, remove the mouthpiece and empty the chamber. Clean the chamber with a cotton bud dipped in 
Vape Cleaning Solution.

Soak the mouthpiece in Vape Cleaning Solution for a couple minutes and finish with a rinse of warm water.

SPECIFICATIONS

Preset Temperatures   300°F - 446°F (148℃ - 230℃)
Sessions Per Charge 18-20 Sessions
Session Length   5 Minute Timer
Dimensions                105mm x 24mm x 45mm [4.13in x 0.94in x 1.77in]
Net Weight                90g
Battery Capacity   Internal 2000mAh Lithium Battery
Charging Time  1 Hour
Output voltage  3.7V

Whats in package
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Canatura - Online store with the best
hemp products for your health
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